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IQRA COLLEGE PARENT PORTAL
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gateways and much more all at the power of your fingertips.
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the portal and app have been
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FROM THE PRINCIPAL
Assalamu Alaykum

5 APRIL
Recognition Awards
8 APRIL
Parent Meeting (Rec to 6)
4:00 PM - 6:00 PM
9 APRIL
Parent Meeting (7 to 11)
4:00 PM - 6:00 PM
10 APRIL
Sports Carnival
9:30 AM - 2:30 PM
12 APRIL
Last day of Term 1

All praises are due to Allah (swt) Alone - The all-Knowing all-Seeing
and all-Hearing. May His Mercy & Blessings be showered upon you
and your families. Ameen!
Alhumdulilah, as we reach week 9 of the term, I am ever so
grateful to the Almighty for Blessing me with the Amaanat of such
amazing students and staff. We have had a wonderful term full of
exciting new learning experiences, discoveries, exciting excursions, and
innovative stem projects in Maths, Science and Hass. In addition to a
balanced and broadly-based curriculum we work tirelessly to encourage
children to become confident, independent, knowledgeable and
self-disciplined. As such, we accepted an opportunity to form a
partnership with Marion Life; giving our Yr 4-8’s opportunities to
learn self defense and play video and board games & sports activities
during their lunch breaks.
Our Reception students are so precious from the time they commence
the morning assembly to performing their Zuhr Prayer; in class they
are discovering their talents through our collaborative teaching and
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project-based learning activities. I am also very impressed with the tenaciousness and diligence of many of the
high school students as they embark on serious study to put them in good stead for their future careers and
pathways. MayAlmighty make the learning of each of our students easy, meaningfuland beneficialIn ShaAllah!
I am deeply thankful to all staff who give our students the morning Tazkirah. We strive to instill in each
of our students and staff love and obedience to our Creator. Our focus of our pastoral care is upon the
healing, guiding, supporting, reconciling, nurturing, liberating, and empowering of students in whatever
situation they find themselves. As staff we wish to develop children with active and creative minds, a sense
of understanding and compassion for others, and the courage to act in accordance with their Islamic beliefs.
I want to sincerely thank all parents for your ongoing support especially for assisting us to give your
children opportunities to improve their attitude, behaviour and Islamic & Secular performance. I look
forward to seeing you all at the Parent-teacher meeting when you collect your child’s report and view their
portfolios on Monday 8th April from 4-6pm for Reception to Yr 6 and on Tuesday 9th April from 4-6pm
for Yr 7-11. Please be reminded that reports will not be emailed to you, we’d like to see you in person.
Please make every effort to attend our whole-school carnival on Wednesday 10th April at Flagstaff Hill
Recreation Centre from 9:30 -2:30pm. We have had such a productive term academically and wish to
conclude the term with wonderful memories of great sportsmanship and a fun filled day with all our families.
Wasalaam
Dr. Ahdielah Edries (Executive Principal)

CLASS UPDATES
RECEPTION

I hope you all are keeping well and safe. Our Reception classes have been learning collaboratively during
this term. The students are learning to work with each other as team players while respecting each
other’s personal space. In Maths we learned how to count in sequence and back, enjoyed the topic on
2D and 3D shapes; learning different strategies to solve addition problems. Students made artworks
using the sgraffito technique by scratching on shapes to make pictures! In Literacy we focused on
learning all letters and sounds, focusing on specific letters per week and some students are learning how
to decode/segment words by sounding it out, Masha Allah! The students are trying to practise reading
and to learn their words at home, thank you for your support! In Science the focus is on living things
where students have been on a school walk to identify what is living, they made a display chart on the
needs of living things and we have planted bean seeds in class where students are learning about the
life cycle of a bean plant! We are so excited to watch our seeds germinating! The students are fully
engaged by using both outdoors and the classroom as their learning environment. Shukran to all parents for
sending your child to school in their correct uniform. A friendly reminder that our PE day is on Thursdays.
Zulekha Naby
STEM
Reception B class have been focusing on project-based learning as they have enjoyed and engaged in
‘sustainability’ in which they have learned about recycling and protecting our environment. Students
have learned that plastic bottles are re-useable in terms of making variety of valuable resources.
Therefore, they have made their own vase using a bottle. Throughout this project, students have
enjoyed this project with great problem solving happening!!
In week 7, reception class have been able to be engaged in learning about vibrations and sound. This
learning experience students learned how the vibrations starting our vocal cords, travel along the string,
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and ultimately into the other person’s ear.
HASS
Reception B class have started the year exploring more about each other’s families and what makes
them both similar and different.
Hajar Mazra
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YEAR 4

Year 4A students are back and busier than ever. Over the past few weeks we’ve been investigating
rainforest ecosystems and will begin working on a life cycle STEM projects soon. Students are also
excited as we gear up for an excursion to Warrawong Wildlife Sanctuary for some awesome real-life
animal encounters. I’m sure it will be a “wild” experience. In English, we are learning about the structure and
features of procedure papers. It has been a step-by-step process so far. As for numeracy, we are beginning
our lessons on fractions. The class is still divided on the topic. We can’t wait to see what we get into next!
Mr. Stephen Hafner
The year 4B class has been working very hard the past 2-3 weeks, the learning has been enjoyable, I have
tried to make it interesting for all students.
English/Art: In English we combined English and Art, students made ‘Doh’ masks, which are acting masks
originally from Japan. Students worked in groups of 4 to 5, they designed and made their own masks,
wrote a script for a short play, practiced, then performed their plays on our hall stage. Students learned
how to work as a member of a team, how to perform in front of other students and project their voices.
Mathematics/Stem: Students have been learning about Length in Maths. Students were given a STEM
challenge, to design and build a creation using 100 Lego or less. Students worked in groups and made some
very interesting creations. Once complete students had to measure the length, height and perimeter of their
object, they had to count how many different colours they used, then construct a bar graph for their findings.
Science/ICT: In Science students have been learning about the life cycles of plants and animals. Students
were tasked with preparing a PowerPoint presentation about the life cycle of the Atlantic Salmon. Students
worked hard using the school computers, using PowerPoint and learning how to design a presentation.
HASS: All term the class has been learning about Australia’s first people, how they lived, their
language groups, the totems they believe are important to their family groups and the way they use
painting to record history. The class spent their art lessons painting their own Dot paintings, in the
Aboriginal style. Students portrayed Australian animals, plants and landforms in their artwork. Students
also had the opportunity to try using an Aboriginal Didgeridoo, many laughs and funny sounds were made.
Mr Scott Watson
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YEAR 5
Alhamdulliah. It seems like it was only yesterday that we started the term and now we are approaching the
end of Term 1. For Literacy, we are now moving on to Exposition, where students are learning how to use
convincing words and phrases to put forth their arguments for a given topic.
For Numeracy, we have completed Fractions, Chance and Patterns. InshaAllah, we are going cover the
topics of Length, 3D & 2D Space and Data by the end of the term. As for Science, we are planning an
excursion to Warrawong Wildlife Sanctuary together with the Year 4s to bring learning outside the
classroom.
We are also currently working on Project Based Learning. Students are enjoying the experience and showing
a lot of enthusiasm. Some of the ideas that they have come up with are very interesting. As we go through
this new journey together, I hope more innovative ideas and solutions will be created by them.
Zamri Mohd
We are already into half of first term and students have been actively engaged in a holistic education. Some
of the highlights of this term are as follows:
Arts and HASS – an integration of these two subjects have led into experiential knowledge and application
of the Indigenous Art into contemporary Art. Combining warm and cool colours to create a natural scene.
Working on papers before transferring the skills onto used CD-roms. Turning trash into treasure!
Science – An extension into Biological Science led us to an experiment of extracting DNA from bananas. In
the process, students learnt that detergents help to separate the cell membranes so that the DNA can be
seen. Little did they know that it takes lots of patience too!
Self-Defence skills – Thanks to the Marion Lunch program that helped empower our girls with self-defence
skills. Our girls learnt to be prepared and confident under any circumstances. Health – What’s in our lunch
box? Students have been learning to analyse the nutritional information of the food before making a choice.
Balgish Mydeen
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YEAR 6

The year 6 students have developed strong bonds
over the weeks they have had at school thus far. They
have demonstrated an ability to think critically and
work in a team environment, Mashallah. For Science,
students have recently finished a unit on animal
adaptations. This was an exciting unit which
required students to work in a team, collate
information and learn about the physical,
behavioral and physiological adaptations animals
have which help them survive in their environment.
English, I.C.T and Art were subjects that crossed over
in this unit, as students worked in groups to make
real life 2D dioramas of their animals’ environment.
They presented their findings to the class and were
asked to comment on current environmental issues that pose a threat to their animals’ habitat, such as,
global warming and pollution. All of this was done within a framework in which students were prompted to
reflect over the signs of Allah in His creation. I am very proud of this group of students, they are growing
day by day and we look forward to a positive year ahead, inshallah!
Dawood Perrotta

YEAR 7

Year 7 Maths:
The children have worked exceptionally hard this
term to finish off their Properties of Numbers tasks
and tests. We have recently moved onto Fractions
and are using an Ancient Japanese artform to help
us with our understanding of fractions. The children
made a Kusudama Flower out of origami paper and
were quick to realise that one whole flower is made up
of 5 petals. Hence one petal is 1/5 of the flower. We
will be setting up a nice display in our room to extend
this knowledge and increase our understanding of
mixed numbers and improper fractions. (please see
attached task sheet and photo of Abdul-Karim M).
Kusudama originate from ancient Japanese culture
where they were used for incense and potpourri;
possibly being actual bunches of flowers or herbs. The
word itself is a combination of two Japanese words
kusuri, Medicine and tama, Ball. They are now typically
used as decorations or as gifts.
Year 7 Science:
The students have finished their first summative piece on taxonomies and cells. The task had strong
links to Australian animals (the Platypus and Echidna). The students learnt a lot about the Fungi
Kingdom and how one fungus in particular, can be harmful to the platypus. There were some brilliant
assignments submitted with children making good connections to the Australian Indigenous Culture along
the way. (please see attached photo of the marvellous poster produced by Abdo). Currently, the children
are learning how Food Webs work and can identify Producers, Consumers and Decomposers in food webs
that they have constructed from food chains.
Aaron Caesarikow
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In the past few weeks in our year 7 and 8 English class, our students have been creating a word wall.
The words are taken from their weekly spelling tests and are then given a definition along with its
speech form (i.e. noun, verb, adjective etc.). We have also been working on creative writing. Students are
learning how to structure, organise and create a creative story following a rubric and structured format. As
their final product they are creating a poster with their stories on it to be displayed proudly in our classes.
Zahra Fathi

PHYSICAL EDUCATION

The boys at IQRA college are improving daily with their fitness through a variety of activities conducted
during PE Lessons and through their extra-curricular activities. I have been most impressed at the way the
boys have been tracking their performances in their spreadsheets. (please see the graphs below showing
the improvement of the Yr 9/10 boys fitness levels this term)
As a lead up to Sport Day, the children are now undertaking the Athletics unit which teaches them about
the equipment, rules, techniques and necessary attributes required to compete in sprinting, long distance
running, throwing and jumping events.
The current unit of work in Health has seen the Year 7/8 boys focus on Nutrition and the Year 9/10 boys
focus on Lifestyle Diseases.
Aaron Caesarikow

DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY

With a big focus on building solid foundations in programming (Yr 7/8) and Relational Database
Management Systems (Yr 9/10), the next unit of work is designed to enable students to become
comfortable with spreadsheeting applications so that they may enter, organise, and process data to turn it
into meaningful information. The use of aggregate functions, filters, sorts and graphs, will be introduced to
the children during the remainder of this term.
Aaron Caesarikow
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PRIMARY SCHOOL

Alhamdulillah, the Primary School section has been bustling with endless learning fun. I must
commend our children in Reception classes for their positive progress and development in settling into their
classroom routine and following closely the school’s 5 golden rules, MashaAllah! It is also heartwarming to
see our Year 1s to Year 6s trying their best to live the school rules, helping new friends ease into the school
warm environment and showing growing interest in their learning journey Alhamdulillah.
Our diligent teachers are actively working in collaborative teams to plan and implement the teaching
programmes. Each class has a home group teacher however all teachers in the learning communities work
together to provide the best learning outcomes for every child. Currently, classes are busy engaging in
either their class projects, research tasks or excursions to consolidate their learning for this term.
As the term is coming to a close, we are preparing end term assessments due for week 8-9 to evaluate our
children’s learning progress, InshaAllah. The children would have been briefed about learning expectations
and rubrics for desired grades and outcomes. Thus, we urge all parents and guardians to encourage our
children to extend their learning at home via the Literacy Planet programme to help boost our children’s
literacy skills and acquisition. Parents will be notified once the Term One report is ready for your viewing
and we will be pleased to see you in our upcoming Parent Meeting scheduled in week 11, InshaAllah.
Within our full learning days, we did not fail to take a moment to discuss and reflect on the recent
happening in New Zealand. We came together as a school community to learn the meaning of
resilience amidst adversity. We understand that death is a matter ordained and as practicing Muslims we
acknowledge there are blessings in every given situation. Our children, specifically the year 3 onwards had
shown a positive level of comprehending the matter positively and I wish to give my heartfelt thanks to all
Teachers for their guidance and support for the children throughout the unfolding of the event.
I also take this opportunity to thank all parents and guardians for your continued support of our school
and our relentless drive for the very best educational experience for all students at IQRA College. May
Allah bless our journey in educating our children to be knowledgeable, wise and humble servants of Allah
Azza Wa Jalla.
Sister Nur Jannah Kuning (Head of Primary School and Religion)

HIGH SCHOOL

For the Year 10 and 11s SACE is well and truly underway. We now have numerous SACE classes at
IQRA College. Stage 1 subjects include: PLP, English, EAL/D, General Maths, Maths Methods, Biology,
Chemistry, Arabic, Religion Studies and Tourism. Research Project is a Stage 2 subject.
Students have been busy and productive completing summative assessments and studying for
tests. Aside from class time, students are expected to study each night, whether that be working on
assignments or preparing for tests.
Please remind your children that regular study habits are an important part of daily life. Help them to
develop good study habits by developing a study plan on paper. The visual guide will act as a reminder and
a way to check what’s coming up and a reminder as to what task is due and when!
Students are also encouraged to use the SACE website to further their own knowledge about the subjects
they are undertaking. There are numerous work samples available for the various SACE subjects that we
are currently undertaking that are easily accessed by students on-line:
https://www.sace.sa.edu.au/studying/your-sace.
But the importance of a quiet place to study cannot be underestimated. In addition to this, students must
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remember to take home textbooks and other materials they need to complete their tasks and/or study for
tests. While laptops are a valuable resource, handwritten study notes and library research should not be
overlooked.

IQRA COLLEGE RECOGNITION AWARDS
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MIGRATION MUSEUM EXCURSION

In week 8, students from year 7 through to year 11 were invited to attend the Migration Museum and
the Center of Democracy. This was a perfect opportunity to step out of the classroom and learn about
migration and stories of migration, as covered in the year 7, 8 and 9 HASS curriculum, and the year 10
English curriculum. It also allowed the Stage 1 Tourism students to look at a tourist destination for their
summative assessment.
The students were led on a guided tour of the migration museum, which involved detailed stories about
the journey that people took in the past to get to Australia. Some students even linked these and
compared them to their own stories. The museum had a speciel section on Islamic migration to Adelaide,
and a few students recognized the people on the display.
Students also participated in a democracy walk treasure hunt along north terrace, where they competed
against each other to find clues to answer the questions.
The museum staff were very positive in the praise of the students and their behaviour, and have
exntended an open invitation to invite them back at any time.
Big Thanks go to the staff who helped out on the excursions, including Ms Bhatia, Mrs Dounas, Sister
Zahra, Mr C and Dr Ahmed.
Andrew Reavley
“What i liked about the excursion was the Migration museum where they taught me a lot of stuff. I learnt
that Muslim countries arrived before captain cook did and i learned that English people wasted money on
small pieces of spice.” Hassan Hussein (Year 7)
“On the excursion, i learnt that the early explorers were looking for pepper rather than gold because
pepper was thought to be magical. I really enjoyed being with my friends and going to the Center of
Democracy.” Muhammad Keswanee (Year 7)
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STUDENT SPEECH - WOMEN’S DAY

On international women’s day what came to my mind was the uniqueness of our school. So many countries
and cultures are represented here, so many mothers have entrusted their children to Australia, and our
school. I was born and raised in a refugee camp. My earliest memory was a little hut and mum cooking whilst
dad helped build the huts.
Today I thought about all the famous women in the world, such as Michelle Obama. But I also think about
our mothers, grandmothers, aunts and our teachers who gave our values, our strengths and our sense of
humor. Today and every day I thank them for the journeys and sacrifices that they have made for us to have
a better life.
The message that I want to share with all the female students at school, is to never give up, to work hard
for what we want in life and to always be true to our hearts. So that we can one day make those people who
worked so hard for us proud for what we have accomplished.
Ilhal Abdullahi

READING TOGETHER

The Year 9 Class enjoyed reading their Reception Readers that they had created to the Reception Classes.
The students were delighted with the stories and illustrations and in getting to know the older students .
A fun lesson was had by all.
Penelope Dounas

“WHAT I’VE LEARNT IN SCIENCE”

In Science I learnt that a food web contains food chains. To be more specific a food chain also contains
Producers, Consumers and Decomposers. Consumers can be Herbivores, Carnivores or Omnivores.
From what I know, I hope that success will be written all over my future but to get to that point, there will
be no such thing as giving up and nothing is ever easy unless you work hard. To be honest I was only here
for 2 weeks and learnt this much so I am proud of myself and for that. I really appreciate and thank you Mr.
Caesarikow so much. Thank you for reading!
Yara Melhan (Year 7)
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MARION LIFE

“The Marion life program was really fun. We learned how to stay safe in the outdoors. We also learned
self-defense. Furthermore, we learned new moves to help us protect ourselves. The Marion life program
was super important for everyday life and it was super fun.” Sana Momand (Year 7)
“I think Marion life was amazing, I liked all the self-defense methods. I think it’s really good that they’re
teaching us this because we never know what we encounter in life and when might need to use it. I hope to
do lots more of it.” Thoraiya Vachor (Year 7)
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CLEAN UP AUSTRALIA

IQRA College participated in Clean Up Australia 2019. It was an exciting opportunity for the students
to learn more about their environment and how they can help to reduce waste. In their classrooms, the
students have been learning about waste and recycling and the Clean Up Australia day helped them
practically implement their knowledge. IQRA College is on its way to becoming a greener school and we
advise parents to instill recycling habits at home to ensure the students become environmentally
considerate citizens of Australia.

CHANGE OF CIRCUMSTANCE FORM

Moving house? Change phone number? Change in circumstances? Inform us directly and inform us NOW!
Notification via bus driver/personal texts/whatsapp messages to staff members are not acceptable!
For the safety of your children and to avoid misinformation/any information going on to the wrong hands,
please inform the school if:
- You recently moved house
- There is a change contact number
- You want to add/remove persons allowed to pick-up your children from school
- There is a change in custodial arrangement
- Your child is diagnosed with a new medical condition
- And any other new relevant change in circumstances that the school should know
Please use Student Change of Circumstances (Form A1200) That is available from the front office and
from our website.
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